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Abstract
Education at early childhood education (PAUD) Sanggar Anak Alam (SALAM) in Yogyakarta focuses on liberating and holistic development, nurturing students' faith, character, health, knowledge, independence, creativity, and responsibility through a research-based approach centered on nature and individual talents. Unlike traditional schools, SALAM, often called a 'school of life' or 'life laboratory,' emphasizes experiential learning in a natural setting, aligning education with each student's unique interests and abilities. This study aims to analyze how the concept and practice of independent education are applied at PAUD Sanggar Anak Alam Yogyakarta. Employing a descriptive-qualitative approach, the research investigates how this educational philosophy translates into practice, emphasizing critical thinking, autonomy, and humanization. Through participatory observation, indepth interviews, and document analysis, the study captures the perspectives of educators, administrators, and other stakeholders. Key findings include the integration of Freire's concepts into pedagogical practices, such as fostering egalitarian educator-student relationships, prioritizing dialogue, and embedding ethics in the curriculum. The study also examines the practical implications of this approach, highlighting the roles of educators as facilitators and the importance of nurturing environmental awareness and critical thinking from an early age. While the study's findings affirm the potential of Freire's model in early childhood settings, its context-specific nature and focus on a single institution necessitate caution in generalizing the results. Consequently, the research underscores the need for further exploration in diverse educational contexts. The study's implications extend to educational policy and practice, advocating a shift towards more participatory, student-centered, and dialogue-driven learning environments. This research contributes to the discourse on global educational reform by demonstrating the transformative power of liberatory education in fostering egalitarian and humanizing educational experiences.

Introduction
The pursuit of humanizing education systems globally, particularly in early childhood education (PAUD), is a matter of significant importance. The influence of PAUD on subsequent developmental stages is profound, shaping individuals' academic, social, and moral perspectives (Abdul Latif et al., 2021; Adhani et al., 2023). Traditional educational models often regard students as products of a rigid system, neglecting the nurturing of essential humanistic values and critical thinking skills. This prevalent issue in education, exemplified in institutions like PAUD Sanggar Anak Alam Nitiprayan Kasihan Bantul Yogyakarta, calls for a paradigm shift towards more egalitarian and independent learning frameworks. Such a shift is critical for fostering holistic development in early childhood, as highlighted by studies demonstrating the foundational impact of quality PAUD on later life stages.
Munir Mulkhan’s critique of the education system highlights a profound issue: the stifling of critical thinking and creativity in classrooms, which he links to broader societal and moral problems (Mulkhan, 2002). This critique is echoed in studies showing that traditional educational practices often value conformity over individuality, leading to an oppression of will in children and a lack of encouragement for genuine understanding and inquiry (Fatmawati & Latif, 2019; Latif et al., 2020). Such observations have sparked a debate on the need for a paradigm shift in education, moving away fromrote learning and towards an approach that values creativity, critical thinking, and the holistic development of students.

The “banking model” of education, as described by Paulo Freire, serves as a critique of traditional educational dynamics characterized by a top-down, teacher-centered approach (Freire, 2000). This model treats students as passive recipients of knowledge rather than active participants in their learning process. The implications of this model extend beyond the classroom, contributing to a broader oppression within the educational realm. Studies have supported Freire’s critique, indicating that such an approach can hinder the development of independent thinking and creativity in students (Fikri Haikal et al., 2023; M. Husni, 2020).

In contrast to the traditional model, alternative educational settings like Sanggar Anak Alam (SALAM) in Nitiprayan Kasihan Bantul Yogyakarta represent a paradigm shift. SALAM’s approach provides a more egalitarian and humanistic educational environment. Here, students are encouraged to learn from diverse sources, and the teacher-student relationship is based on mutual respect and informality (Nidyawati, 2017; Prasetia et al., 2021). This method challenges the conventional hierarchical education model and highlights the potential benefits of fostering egalitarian relationships in the educational process.

However, this perception of teachers does not seem to be the case at the non-formal educational institution Sanggar Anak Alam (SALAM) Nitiprayan Kasihan Bantul Yogyakarta. This alternative school attempts to provide ample space for children to learn from various sources (Nidyawati, 2017). A notable feature is the absence of mandatory school uniforms for children and teachers, who all wear casual and non-formal attire. The teacher-student relationship established here is very egalitarian, as evidenced by the use of “mas and mbak” (brother and sister) for teachers instead of “Mr./Mrs. Teacher,” etc. This approach aims to foster a more egalitarian and humanistic relationship between teachers and students.

The approach adopted by SALAM aligns with emerging research in egalitarian education and independent learning. For example, home-based family engagement in early learning activities has been linked to significant developmental benefits in children, particularly in emergent numeracy and literacy (Rey-Guerra et al., 2022). Similarly, the COEDU-IN Project demonstrated the effectiveness of educational robotics in teaching computational thinking and digital skills inclusively, catering to diverse groups of children, including those with Down syndrome and hospitalized minors (González et al., 2023). These studies reinforce the potential of alternative educational approaches that prioritize egalitarian values and independent learning, offering a promising direction for educational reform.

Despite advancements, significant gaps and controversies remain in early childhood education. Studies like those by (2019) and Simpson et al. identify limitations in current teaching methods, particularly in fostering independent thinking and critical analysis among young learners. These gaps underscore the need for further research into more effective educational models, especially those promoting egalitarian and independent learning environments. For instance, research suggests that early childhood STEM education, emphasizing play-based learning, can foster young children’s independent learning and responsiveness to their natural environment, contributing to sustainable development (Campbell & Speldewinde, 2022). Furthermore, implementing research-based learning models has been shown to improve critical thinking skills in students, especially those with field-dependent cognitive styles (Budayawati et al., 2019), indicating the potential for such methods in early education settings.

This study aims to delve into the role of liberation education in shaping educators’ perspectives and practices at PAUD Sanggar Anak Alam (SALAM) Nitiprayan Kasihan Bantul
Yogyakarta. It examines the implementation of independent learning and its impact on the school's public space. The research aligns with global educational trends emphasizing the importance of fostering independent learning skills from an early age. For instance, the study of UK higher education students highlighted the evolution of independent learning skills, showing how peer support plays a crucial role in their development (Hockings et al., 2018). Additionally, the effectiveness of the independent learning approach in fostering autonomy and practical application of knowledge at the Cikoneng Islamic Boarding School (YPI) provides insights into its potential benefits (Firdaus & Al Husaeni, 2023). These examples underscore the importance of the current study's focus on independent learning in early childhood education.

The research aims to comprehensively analyze the egalitarian and independent learning models practiced at PAUD Sanggar Anak Alam Yogyakarta. It involves an in-depth exploration of the roles of teachers, the curriculum, and the overall educational atmosphere that promotes independent learning and critical thinking. By addressing existing limitations in the field and contributing to ongoing debates on education reform, the study offers practical insights for educators and policymakers. The findings of this study are expected to have implications not only for the Indonesian educational context but also for the global discourse on innovative and humanistic approaches to early childhood education. This aligns with the findings on the influence of early socioeconomic status, childhood intelligence, education level, and life-course social mobility on memory and cognitive impairment in later life, emphasizing education's role in providing resilience against age-related cognitive decline (Staff et al., 2018).

Methods
This study was conducted as field research at PAUD SALAM Nitiprayan Kasihan Bantul Yogyakarta, embracing a descriptive-qualitative approach aimed at understanding social phenomena from the perspectives of the involved individuals (Emzir, 2015). This methodological choice is predicated on the principles of descriptive research, which, as noted by Suhasini Arikunto, typically does not involve the formation of hypotheses, thereby negating the need for hypothesis testing in this context. The phenomenological approach sought to intricately detail the characteristics, behaviors, and patterns observed within the study's social settings (Bungin, 2007). The primary participants in this research were the educators at PAUD SALAM, complemented by input from the school's management, principal, administrative staff, and an array of school documents. The study's procedures incorporated a triad of data collection techniques: participatory observation, in-depth interviews, and extensive document analysis.

The qualitative nature of the research dictated the use of specific tools like observational checklists, interview guides, and document analysis frameworks, which were instrumental in gathering detailed, first-hand data from the field. Data collection was executed through a strategic triangulation method, combining observational insights, interviews, and documentary evidence to understand the educational dynamics at PAUD SALAM comprehensively. Following the data gathering phase, analysis was conducted by the Miles and Huberman method, characterized by data reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing/verification processes (Miles et al., 2014). A robust triangulation of techniques and sources was employed to ensure the study's reliability and validity. This methodology entailed corroborating information gleaned from various methods and sources, reinforcing the research findings' authenticity and reliability. The systematic application of the Miles and Huberman analytical framework further underscored the study's methodological rigor and credibility.

Result
3.1. The Concept of Liberation Education in Paulo Freire's Perspective
3.1.1. Biography of Paulo Freire
Paulo Reglus Neves Freire, born on September 19, 1921, in Recife, Brazil, emerged as a figure of optimism amidst adversity, characterized by his impoverished childhood and experiences of hunger. His upbringing in a democratic environment fostered in him a respect for dialogue, shaping his character into one sensitive to social injustices. The economic crisis of 1929 that
plunged his family into poverty profoundly influenced his worldview. Freire's confrontational ideas towards Brazil's government led to his imprisonment in 1964 and subsequent exile to Chile, where he played a pivotal role in a literacy eradication program, gaining international recognition and a position at UNESCO. His experiences in the United States during the 1960s, particularly amidst racial unrest, further broadened his understanding of oppression beyond geographical confines, influencing his later works which prominently featured themes of violence. Freire’s life, marked by constant challenges and state oppression, molded him into an organic intellectual dedicated to defending the marginalized and combating the “culture of silence” prevalent in Brazil, thus embodying the very principles he advocated in his educational theories.

3.1.2. The Concept of Liberatory Education in the Perspective of Paulo Freire
Paulo Freire’s educational philosophy vehemently opposes the traditional tabula rasa theory of education, as proposed by John Locke, which is widely adopted in modern educational systems. Freire criticizes this approach for treating humans as passive recipients of knowledge, akin to empty vessels to be filled. This perspective led to the development of the banking model of education, characterized by its rigid and oppressive nature. In this model, the educational process is a one-way street: teachers are the sole source of knowledge, dictating content and methodology, while students passively absorb information without critical engagement. Freire argues that this model not only stifles creativity and critical thinking but also reinforces a power imbalance between teachers and students, ultimately leading to a neutral and disengaged stance in education.

Contrastingly, Freire advocates for a liberatory form of education, which he sees as essential for humanizing the individual. In his view, education should empower students to critically understand and engage with their realities, thus enabling them to achieve a state of critical consciousness. Freire categorizes human consciousness into magical, naive, and critical, with the goal of education being to elevate individuals to the level of critical consciousness. This approach is in stark opposition to the dehumanizing practices of traditional educational models. Freire's emphasis on humanization positions education as a tool for liberation from oppressive structures, encouraging students to become active participants in their learning journey and in the larger societal context. This perspective aligns with the primary goal of National Education, underscoring the importance of a human-centered approach in educational processes.

Freire's critique extends to the politicization of education, which he perceives as detrimental to the true purpose of schooling. He asserts that schools should serve as safe, nurturing environments, akin to a second home for students, free from political manipulation. This environment is crucial for fostering enlightened, critically thinking individuals. In Freire's view, education is not merely an academic exercise but a vital process for developing awareness and consciousness. It is through this conscious awakening that individuals can recognize and challenge the social constructs that bind them, thereby achieving true liberation. Freire's educational philosophy, with its emphasis on humanization and critical consciousness, offers a transformative approach to education, challenging traditional models and advocating for a more equitable and empowering system.

3.2. The Practice of Liberating Education at SALAM Early Childhood Education Center in Yogyakarta
The hallmark of SALAM is liberating each student to express themselves freely. With this freedom of expression, students are not constrained and are free to choose what they like. Consequently, the learning process becomes enjoyable rather than a forced activity. The primary motivation for children to learn is enjoyment. It is no surprise that the first school established by Ki Hajar Dewantara was Taman Siswa. The word "Taman" (garden) in Ki Hajar Dewantara's concept aimed to build a mindset in children that school is a delightful garden, not a frightening place.

SALAM is unique because it liberates its students from the obligation to wear uniforms. Allowing students to dress freely impacts their mindset, especially regarding the uniformity of
subjects. Students can express their appearance, including wearing sandals to school, coloring their hair, having long hair, and more. This uniform-free approach stems from the belief that uniform thinking can harm their mindset. SALAM does not want its students to be trapped in a mindset prioritizing uniformity. Therefore, it starts with something tangible, like allowing students to wear casual clothes. Wearing non-uniform clothes can influence children’s thinking, showing them that diversity is acceptable and beautiful when embraced.

This includes the freedom to choose subjects they want to learn. Every child is unique in their talents and interests. Therefore, it is essential that lessons cannot be standardized for all students. For example, not all children like or excel in mathematics, even though it is an important subject. Hence, SALAM strives to create a free space for children to discover their identity and potential by eliminating barriers between subjects. As a result, the knowledge they acquire is what they desire, not what others impose. Children’s inner desires are brought out, allowing them to experience, touch, examine, analyze, and ultimately draw conclusions. The knowledge they discover is not because of what others say.

At SALAM, educators are not seen as infallible teachers. Instead, they act as playmates, conversation partners, discussion companions, and facilitators who help children discover their true selves. This approach distinguishes SALAM’s educational concept from that of other formal schools. Instead of formally addressing educators as “teachers,” students at SALAM can call them “Bu,” “Pak,” “Kakak,” or even “Bunda.” This fosters an egalitarian relationship between students and educators, facilitating two-way communication between facilitators and students.

Such two-way communication significantly impacts children’s psychology. The openness of children towards facilitators, social environments, and natural surroundings makes education a perfect dialogic process. Thus, dialogue is not merely a superficial exchange where the teacher is the sole provider of information, and students learn in silence. In reality, children are the most outstanding teachers for themselves and a source of learning from their peers (and for their parents as well).

The success of an educator in this context is inseparable from the importance of communication. As Paulo Freire stated, liberating education demands the importance of a dialogic space in the teaching-learning process because, in dialogue, students respect each other, learn from each other, and avoid the pressures of authority. The dialogue that develops is critically dialogic. Therefore, the relationship between teachers and students at SALAM is egalitarian, positioning teachers and students as subjects, not subjects and objects.

The dialogic space created between teachers and students at SALAM is not just about transferring knowledge but makes learning more meaningful as students engage in learning to learn. For instance, when a child arrives late at SALAM, the school does not apply a punishment system for tardiness. Late-arriving children are warmly welcomed by all educators, even if they arrive just before the end of the lesson. Additionally, when children arrive late, they are often asked to share their experiences during their journey. This approach is valuable because it recognizes that learning occurs not only in school but in all places, as every place can be a learning medium for humans.

SALAM, as a liberating school, is not based on lessons but on research aligned with the interests of the children. Subjects are treated as processes, and in discovering knowledge, SALAM’s learning model uses research based on the children’s interests. Children eventually encounter subjects like Science, Mathematics, Social Studies, and others through this process. However, they discover these subjects through activities they enjoy. With this research-based approach, children naturally find their knowledge without being burdened with imposed knowledge or rote memorization. In essence, the learning experience at SALAM is about building critical thinking skills in students. This aligns with Paulo Freire’s vision of education, where the goal is to develop individuals who are knowledgeable and capable of critical thought and understanding.
3.3. Practical Implications of Liberating Education

The concept of the educator in the perspective of liberating education at SALAM Early Childhood Education Center emphasizes five key roles: the educator acts as a playmate, conversation partner, facilitator, discussion leader, and stimulus for the child. These concepts imply a dialogic approach that is interactive and inclusive. The dialogic process between egalitarian educators and students fosters open knowledge of change or development. However, the knowledge students acquire also implies a limited permanence, as suggested by the inevitability of human life. Liberating education, which essentially humanizes individuals, becomes a space for freeing humans from curiosity, thereby creating better and new things. In line with this, liberation-based education also shapes knowledgeable, creative Indonesian citizens who are democratic and responsible. Suppose Indonesian people accommodate the educational model proposed by Freire. In that case, it will lead to the creation of individuals built through a process of humanization, as opposed to animalization or mechanization, which tends to lead to dehumanization.

The educational practices implemented at SALAM Early Childhood Education Center in Nitiprayan, Kasihan, Bantul, and Yogyakarta have wholly embraced the liberating education theory advocated by educational figures like Paulo Freire and Ki Hajar Dewantara. This education model prioritizes happiness and builds the mindset that school is a delightful playground. The alignment between theory and practice makes the praxis of liberating education a distinctive feature not found in other schools. The practical implications of liberating education implemented at SALAM Early Childhood Education Center for its students include:

3.3.1. Developing Awareness in Children

One factor that leads to feelings of oppression is the lack or absence of opportunities, resulting in an inability to act even when one desires to. This has crystallized in the educational process at SALAM Early Childhood Education Center, fostering dialogue and leading to collective awareness. Awareness is unique to humans, not possessed by other creations of God. Human awareness allows individuals to position themselves according to their beliefs. Reflection expresses awareness that can provide conviction and resilience in specific situations and environmental conditions.

3.3.2. Building Environmental Awareness

The liberation-based education process at SALAM utilizes nature as a learning medium. Here, facilitators strive to instill environmental awareness from the beginning of the learning process, especially when faced with environmental realities like excessive waste. This environmental consciousness is cultivated when students are directly taken to areas experiencing environmental issues in daily life, such as waste disposal sites. This builds a mindset in students about the complex, cracked texture of soil in areas with plastic waste, thus shaping their mindset to reduce plastic use.

Students form this mindset when they directly confront environmental issues, absorbing cause-and-effect information and ultimately fostering a caring and appreciative attitude towards the environment. The environmental awareness instilled at SALAM also impacts their habits of maintaining the environment in their communities. This occurs because the educational concept at SALAM originates from the children’s will and awareness, without coercion from educators. Learning directly from nature, they learn from actual experiences encountered in daily life. Being in a rural environment, they learn to cultivate soil, make compost, plant, care for plants, harvest, and even process the harvest according to their abilities and age. This learning process is enjoyable and unburdened for them. Observing their surroundings makes them more sensitive to the environment, appreciating their achievements, cooperating, and building strong self-confidence. For example, engaging in activities like collecting waste and separating organic from inorganic materials instills a moral to respect nature by not littering indiscriminately.
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3.3.3. Developing Critical Thinking
Learning through local wisdom sharpens their critical thinking through various experiences as they learn in the classroom. They observe everything around them and interact with peers, facilitators, and the community. This simple, natural, and unconstrained learning process leads children to understand and discover knowledge independently. They learn to think and make decisions independently, finding nothing too complicated or frightening, as everything stems from their daily experiences, making them always comfortable and happy in the learning process.

Moreover, not only children but also parents and teachers/facilitators learn at SALAM. Everyone harmoniously participates in the learning process. Education should be for everyone and ideally starts with children. By creating harmony with local wisdom and providing opportunities for children, we are building a learning process to mature and be responsible towards oneself, family, the surrounding environment, and most importantly, the Creator of Nature.

3.3.4. Cultivating Ethics from an Early Age
Ethics are crucial in human life, distinguishing humans from other beings. Education should ideally lead to the development of civilized individuals with noble ethics. Ki Hajar Dewantara, the Father of Indonesian Education, emphasized the importance of ethics. With ethics, each individual stands as a free person capable of self-governance. This defines a civilized person and is education's overarching aim and purpose.

Ethics are also the result of all the interactions and teaching-learning processes in schools. Teaching ethics through subjects, including religious studies focusing more on teachings, admonitions, and advice, is ineffective in nurturing children's ethics. The current mainstream school dynamics, which emphasize achievement and competition, also affect the formation of relationships between children, teachers, parents, and others. The overall dynamics in schools influence how students think and act. Therefore, to build good ethical education, the foundational philosophy, objectives, and methods must be harmonious to develop humanistic individuals.

Based on this understanding of ethical education, the management of SALAM Early Childhood Education Center aspires to realize an education where all the dynamics, from teaching-learning activities to other activities, are based on harmonious objectives and methods to nurture humanistic individuals. The ethical education at SALAM is not separated between academic teaching and moral values and is not conveyed through subjects like religious education. At SALAM, there is no division of material taught in various subjects as in other schools. Therefore, SALAM does not have a fixed schedule for each day. Ethical education at SALAM is imparted through the overall dynamics occurring there. The school management system, the teaching-learning process, and various other activities are deliberately structured to support the formation of children's ethics. This approach stems from Pak Toto, the founder of SALAM, who believes that ethical education should indeed be imparted through the entire dynamics of the school.

The learning processes and activities at SALAM, such as class agreements, traditional markets, daily duties, waste banks, and home visits, are intentionally designed as opportunities for children to face reality and practice responsibilities introduced by SALAM. This method is chosen due to concerns about ethical education that is more doctrinal, advisory, and far from children's imagination. SALAM also has the motto "take care of yourself, take care of friends, take care of the environment" as fundamental values to instill in children. This motto is based on an understanding of what freedom entails. The freedom introduced to children at SALAM is about making them happy and instilling responsibility towards themselves, others, and their environment.
Discussion

The present study embarked on exploring the role of liberation education in shaping educators’ perspectives and practices at PAUD Sanggar Anak Alam (SALAM) Niprprayan Kasihlan Bantul Yogyakarta, specifically in the context of fostering egalitarian relationships in early childhood education. This inquiry is deeply rooted in the educational philosophy of Paulo Freire, which emphasizes liberation through education (Afida et al., 2021). As Freire envisioned, liberation education entails a critical engagement with reality, aiming to humanize and liberate individuals from oppressive conditions (Herbst, 2023; Keriaply & Tafonao, 2022). In aligning with these principles, SALAM’s approach reflects a significant shift from traditional pedagogical models, instead prioritizing the holistic development of children within an egalitarian framework.

Liberation-based learning at SALAM Early Childhood Education Center also implements projects for its students. These projects aim to provide direction appropriate to the child’s developmental age in all aspects of development (religious-moral values, physical-motor, emotional-social, language, and cognitive) to prepare the child for the next level of education. Consequently, at the end of the foundational phase, children demonstrate a fondness for practicing the basics of religious values and good character, pride in their identity, literacy skills, and foundational knowledge in science, technology, engineering, arts, and mathematics to foster a love of learning and readiness for primary education. This aligns with research conducted by Latif and Sidiq, where SALAM school is characterized by a freedom-based learning style, indirectly providing children with valuable experiences (Sidiq & Muqowim, 2020).

The role of educators in this context is to provide a foundation for children to understand themselves and the world. Children trained to learn based on their life needs and capable of answering critical questions will find it easier to face life, make decisions, solve problems (solvutively), and take risks. Project activities are an investigative adventure for children with teacher guidance as educators on topics that interest them, experiencing the discovery process (Budiraharja et al., 2021). The concept of liberating education also applies that the desired knowledge comes from personal desire. Children’s inner desires are brought out, allowing them to experience, touch, examine, analyze, and ultimately draw conclusions. The knowledge they discover is not based on what others say but is sought independently (Mardiliyah et al., 2020; Sholiyah & Machali, 2017; Wartini, 2015).

The independent education system teaches students to take the initiative and engage in creative activities in the learning process. This is crucial as children aged 0-5 years are in the golden age (Darnis & Dodd, 2021; Formen & Waluyo, 2023; Herlambang et al., 2023; Karima, R & Kurniawati, 2020; Mukhlis, 2019; Rohmah & Sulung, 2023; Salsabila et al., 2023; Ulfa, 2018; Utari et al., 2023). This period is the best for physical, emotional, and intellectual development, significantly determining their future (Budiraharja et al., 2021; Halimah, 2018). Therefore, the findings of this research have implications for strengthening the liberation of learning in early childhood education.

The study’s findings illuminate several intriguing aspects of SALAM’s approach. Foremost among these is the center’s emphasis on liberatory education, characterized by a significant departure from the conventional educator-student dynamic. Instead, a subject-subject relationship is fostered, underpinned by freedom of expression, choice, and research-based learning (H. et al., 2023; Jefferson et al., 2018). Notably, this approach reflects a commitment to fostering critical consciousness and autonomy among students, in line with Freire’s educational ideals.

Comparing these findings with existing literature reveals both alignments and contrasts. For instance, the importance of dialogue and egalitarian educator-student relationships at SALAM resonates with Rey-Guerra et al. (2022), who found that home-based family engagement in early learning yielded significant developmental benefits. Similarly, the focus on critical thinking and ethics parallels findings from the COEDU-IN Project (González et al., 2023), emphasizing educational robotics for inclusive learning. However, SALAM’s approach diverges
from conventional methods like the whole language teaching method (Zhou, 2021), emphasizing a more fluid, student-centered learning environment.

The significance of these findings lies in their demonstration of how liberatory education principles can be effectively implemented in early childhood settings. SALAM’s model, emphasizing critical thinking, self-expression, and the role of educators as facilitators, presents a compelling case for rethinking traditional educational paradigms. However, considering the unique cultural and institutional context of SALAM, it is imperative to interpret these findings with caution. The generalizability of these results to other educational settings may be limited, necessitating further research to understand the applicability of such an approach in diverse contexts (Feitosa et al., 2022).

Continuing the exploration of the study’s significance, it becomes evident that SALAM’s approach offers a nuanced understanding of how education can contribute to the holistic development of children. This aligns with contemporary educational discourses that advocate for integrating ethical education and critical thinking from an early age (Lahmar, 2020; Sahin, 2018). However, the need for cautious interpretation remains, especially in replicating such a model in different socio-cultural environments. The potential of this approach to influence broader educational practices and policies should be further investigated, particularly in terms of its impact on children’s long-term developmental outcomes.

The implications of this study are multifaceted. Primarily, it underscores the potential of liberation education to foster egalitarian relationships in early childhood education, challenging traditional hierarchical models. This has significant educational policy and practice implications, suggesting a shift towards more participatory, dialogue-based, and student-centered learning environments. Furthermore, the study highlights the role of educators in facilitating such environments, suggesting a need for professional development programs that align with these principles (Nazarullail & Maskulin, 2023). Finally, the research at SALAM offers insights into the practical application of liberatory education principles, providing a model that could be adapted and implemented in diverse educational settings to promote egalitarian and humanizing educational experiences.

In summary, the findings from PAUD Sanggar Anak Alam offer a compelling case study in applying Paulo Freire’s liberatory education principles in early childhood education. The emphasis on fostering egalitarian relationships, critical thinking, and autonomy among young learners aligns with contemporary educational ideals and challenges traditional pedagogical approaches. While the implications of these findings are significant, they must be considered within the specific cultural and institutional context of SALAM, with further research needed to explore their broader applicability and long-term impact on educational practices and policies.

**Conclusion**

The aim was to scrutinize how independent education, inspired by Paulo Freire’s liberatory approach, is actualized in an early childhood education setting. This was achieved by examining the pedagogical practices at PAUD Sanggar Anak Alam and assessing their alignment with Freire’s educational philosophy. The study revealed that PAUD Sanggar Anak Alam implements a liberatory educational mode emphasizing critical thinking, autonomy, and humanization. This approach diverges from traditional education models by fostering a subject-subject relationship between educators and students, prioritizing dialogue, and integrating ethics into all aspects of learning. These practices, aligned with Freire’s perspectives, contribute to creating a learning environment that is both egalitarian and transformative. The findings highlight the feasibility of implementing such principles in early childhood settings, urging a paradigm shift in educational policy towards more participatory, student-centered, and dialogue-driven environments. However, the study’s context-specific nature and focus on a single institution suggest caution in generalizing these results, pointing to the need for further research in diverse educational contexts. Ultimately, this research underscores the transformative power of liberatory education in shaping egalitarian, humanizing educational experiences, offering valuable insights for global educational reform.
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